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A recent study conducted by sisted at Baruch College during
Professor Mark L. Berens-on, of the past decade."
the Statistics Department, seems In an interview discussing the
to indicate that Baruch College is report, Professor Berenson stated
faced with an increasing' problem that "although there is a problem
of grade inflation. However, this with grade inflation, it is not a
problem is not limited to Baruch generalized reflection on the
alone. There have been other student body as a whole." He
reports, surveys and studies which further stated that it was im-
show that, grade inflation is a portant that the Administration
nation-wide problem. Professor and faculty bernade aware that
Berenson's study is not the only such a problem exists.
acknowledgement of the existing Professor Norman Storer,
problem of grade inflation. The Chairperson of the Sociology
faculty Senate EducationalPolicy Department, is a.nother faculty
Committee, chaired by Professor member concerned, with the
Norman Storer, in a letter sent to 'problem of grade inflation.
all faculty, mem~rs, cautioned Professor Storer agrees with the
".' <>, ':-.',. ":: ".:,. -~",~='-~'-'~7'-,~~~'.'=;-~-~~~-'~:','~:' '-=-~=-~_,~.'_.. -:~~~:':~-~:::
':;'ce$$iYe',geDei'OSiiyWlWe= arading. ',Berenson in hi,S su,rvey>~~..iJr-','-, '.":
, , (irade inftatiOn"in Stwrt, is the tbennore, anexaminatioD'of:the .,
, tendency to-award higher grades grades in the SocioJogy Depart-
now than would have been given ment revealed that between 197~
for the same work in the past. and 1978, the proportion of A's
This was the definition offered by and B's awarded by the Sociology
Professor Storer. and Anthropology Department
In 'his study, Professor increased by 10 percent.
Berenson examined the grade However, the proportion of D's
characteristics of Baruch College and F's was cut in half. These
graduates from 1921 -1979. statistics hold true for both the
Although the major emphasis of introductory and advanced
the study is on the School of Sociology courses. Professor
Business and' Public Ad- Storer believes that "our stan-
ministration, the grade dards have suffered a slow but
characteristics of graduate-s from steady erosion. "
the School of Liberal Arts and the Professor Storer feels that there
School of Education were also are different reasons for this
examined. . The study revealed occurrence of inflationary grades.
that in the 1977-79 graduates One of these, he, states, is that
from the School of Business and "faculty members may be trying
Public Administration have had to avoid unpleasant con-
67 summa cum laude graduates frontations with disappointed
out of 4,063 students (a rate of students. They may also be trying
16.49 per thousand); whereas in to avoid hurting the students'
the previous' 56 years, there was a feelings." Faculty members wish
combined total of only 59 to alleviate these unpleasant
st~dents graduating with summa incidents as much as they possibly
cum laude honors out of atotal of can. He also states that "we are,
35,777 graduates (a rate' of only maybe, getting brighter students
1.649 per thousand). The results and we may also beteaching more
do not end here. There helve also effectively." Professor Storer's
been startling increases in the former hypothesis of students
amount of students graduating getting smarter doesnot bold up
magna cum laude and cum laude when SAT scores are examined.
in the past three years as well. On a 'whole, CUNY student SAT
The study also, found grade scores have decreased during the
erosion among graduates of the past decade. Moreover, Professor "
School of Liberal Arts to exceed Storer does 'not believe that
that of graduates of the Schools teaching skills' have improved
of Business and Public Ad- with such impressive regularity.
ministration and/or Edaeation. In defense of Baruch,
In his report, Professor Berenson Professor Storer Vient on to say
states that utile objective of this that "Unlike other sch~, in-
report was to investigate whether completed grades· becomeFs if
'or not 'grade inflation has per- eo.t. _ p. ',at. 1
that all parties have agreed that
professional staff are essential to
the operation of a viable activities
program and Student Center and
therefore Student Center funds
can continue to pay the staff. We
interpret this as a vindication of
our, positions," stated Carl
Aylman, Director of Student
Activities .
"I am fearful, however, that
the fee redistribution is nothing
more than a bandaid solution to
the financial problems faced by
Student Activities. Athletics has
received an infusion of much,
needed dollars, unfortunately, at .
"the expense of other areas such as
Student-Center operations. The
needs of the many clubs and' the
media have received nothing more
than tokenauention by this
redistribution. Without .a ' sub-
stantive DlOdificatioo and modest
-increase ill the. fee structure and
COnI. onp. 6~ col. 1
ministration were on the same
side. Both wished to see the
professional staff, at the Student
Center, paid through the regular
budget of the College. The
resolution, the understanding
reached, provides the time
necessary to achieve that result,"
stated President Segall.
. In the interim, the professional
staff will be paid from the
Student ,Center's -unallocated
reserves. This will offset the
decrease in revenues, due to the
fee redistribution, for the fiscal
year 1981-1~Zt 'according toDr.
R.onald Aaron, Associate Dean of
Students. "I'm glad it's settled,
but it does raise some questions
about living within the parameter
of dollars available," he con-
tinued.
ul accept the, compromise as
'the best that could be obtained
from a bad situation. I'm pleased
Prof~BereIlSOD,loolWig over Statistical 'fable ,photo by James ~u
by Sandford Jacolow
After nearly nine months of
deliberation. and adversity, the
Board of Trustees approved a
four step program, during their
Jan. 26tb meeting, that resolves
the STudent Activities Fee.
/
situation. ..-
Set to take effect with the Fall,
1981 semester, the settlement was
reached during a three and a half
hour session between the College, ,
Day Session Student Government
(D:S.S~G.), and the Board -of
Higher, Education, on January
13, :1980.
Major concessions of the
settlement focused on-the Student
, '
Center's, professional staff', The
stipulation ,'prohibiting the'
payment of the professional staff"
was withdrawn. In return, the
College must find funds for at
least two members of the staff by
July, 1982.





















It is interesting to read Dean
Newhouse's statement in the Dec.
5 edition of the Ticker that
"Many students are able to secure
jobs after graduation through the
Placement-Office." She then goes
on to say, "that many jobs exist
in marketing and advertising." If
this is so then the Placement
Office certainly hasn't found any
of them. As a graduate student
majoring in advertising, I can
testify, as will most of the
Business School' marketing
majors, that the Placement Office
has rarely , if ever, been 0 f
assistance to a non-accounting,
finance, or computer major. I
had attempted to use the
Placement Office last semester
and they were unable to find any
type of advertising job.. It was
. only due to my own efforts that I
- was able to secure a position in an
advertising agency where I have
been working for. the past year. ..-
Other advertising majors have
related similar experiences. The
Placement Office is of such little
help that several' advertising
majors in this term's .thesis
seminar went so far as to attempt
to organize, although un-
successfully, some kind of
.recruiting effort.
New York is the capital of the
advertising community with
hundreds of advertising agencies
and related firms located there, yet
the Placement Office and Dean
Newhouse, with her tacit ap-
proval and glowing praise of
.Placement, have basically left the
marketing/advertising major





On the article "C.U.N. Y. World Distorts Referendum Issue" appearing in the December
7th issue of The Ticker, Sandy J acolow's byline was inadvertently left out.
The Ticker is published bi-'."eel<lych Friday by the Students of Baruch College. The Thursday
prior to publication is the dead ·ne for all campus calendar items, unclassified Ads, and letters to
the Editor. All communications must be typed and signed. Address ta: The Ticker, Box 377, 137 .
East 22nd Street, New York, N. Y., 10010. Telephone Number 725-7620 or 7622. Office Hours:
10a.m.-6 p.m. Nex.t Deadline: February 12th.
The Ticker would like to express our sincere apologies to the Freshman Orientation &
Special Programs unit of the Student Personnel Services department. A misunderstanding
has occurred due toour December 19th Editorial: "An Administrative Report Card." We
believe the services you provide for the College are invaluable. In-coming students are
grateful to you for extending a warm welcome to them and making Baruch feel like home.
* * * * * * *
December 23, 1980 Thirdly, gold is a commodity
Dear Editor: Just like oil, silver, platinum, and
'.. - With reg-atdS--to-···Business· ·-titanium.· Again, supply- .and'
Bits,"'prl'nted in the Dec. 19th "demand establish-value. Prices
issue, I feel that there is much are relative to the size of the
more to be said. Yes, I would money supply.
probably agree with Mr. Watrnan Fourthly, Mr. Warman claims
that gold has been a good hedge that' 'the effects of the gold surge
against inflation. are spreading to other speculative
However, there seems to be a markets." He then goes on to
number of fallacies with the speak of sugar and cotton. It
article. First of all, if Mr. must be understood that
Watman did his homework he agricultural' commodities are a
would have found that the price di fferent animal altogether.
of oil on the spot market did in Again, if Mr. Warman did his
fact soar at the onset of the Iraq- homework he would have found, .
Iran confrontation. Also with something -qu~te amusing. The
. regards to this "problem, as has sugar producing industry, just
been printed in a number of like the oil producing industry, is
newspaper articles and Fortune,' a cartel. Last year the industry
as of Jan. '81 we will see sub- heads decided to create shortage
stantial rises in oil prices that. can to increase profit-although they
be directly attributed to the Iraq- could probably make a strong
Iran war. The reason being that argument for a poor world wide
oil inventories have been quite harvest of sugar cane. Also,
strong. It has taken this long to where has Mr. Watrnan been?
feel the impact of the shortage. Hasn't anyone told him .about the
The "cushion" effect is beginning severe drought we were struck
to wear off because our in- with this year? Doesn't he know
ventories have begun to feel the that the prices of all foods have
shortage. risen about 9010 this. year (watch
Secondly, Mr. Warman fails to meat especially next year) because
mention that between 1960 & of the drought-not taking into
1980, the Federal Government ran consideration the inflated money
up a deficit of approximately supply? Supply and demand
$430 billion. With this much establish value. Price is relative to
.currency floating around, with no the money.'
substantial growth in the G.N.P. Lastly, Mr. Warman implies
to back it up, the only possible that -inflation is the root of all
result if inflation; It could evil. Yes, it is difficult to live with
probably be argued that we ~ this monster. But inflation is not
paying for our oil bill with In- the cause of a poor economy,
flared dollars. But think about it rather it is the effect or a symp-
for a minute. How long will it be tom of a poor economy. "Real
before OPEC starts to demand value," as I've stated three times.
more dollars per barrel? Indeed already, is established between
this is what we are experiencing.· supply and demand. The term -
The supply and demand for oil Mr. Watman 'should have used
compounded with inflation gives was "real measure." That is, a
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An. evening 'of great en-
tertainment is in the offering for
Jazz buffs inparticular and music
lovers as a whole, when one of the
foremost exponents of this Art
form, Lionel Hampton, performs
in conc~r~ on Saturday, February'
215t at 8:00 p.m. in Jhe Baruch
College'Auditoriurn:
The show co-sponsored by the
Baruch College Alumni
Association and the Baruch
College Fund presents the "Vibes
President of the U.S.A." whose
.:career as a. musical performer is
now in its 45th year.
Hampton's penchant for the
drums developed into an early
musical' obsession at the Holy
Rosary Academy in Chicago. His
skillful playing of the timpani and
marimbas soon became integral
ingredients of his repertoire.
At St. Elizabeth's high school,
Hampton and the vibes formed
their now famous relationship. It
was not long, after that, his
musical ability paved The way for
his first professional outing as a
part of the resident band at Frank
Sebastian's Cotton Club.
A 1930 meeting with Jazz giant
Louis Armstrong was a watershed
incident in his career.
"Louis had come to Los
Angeles without his regular
backup band and so he asked us if
we would back him. Anyway the
day Louis went into the recording
studio with us he spotted a set of
vibes over in the corner and asked
me if I knew anything about
playing them. I knew keyboards
._ so I went ahead and played _~h.e _
vibes with Louis on that session.
As it turned out that was the first
time jazz had been played on the
vibes.
"Memories of You," the first
number recorded. that day,
bolstered his interest in the in-
strument, and led to the for-
mation of his own band in 1934.
I t was whit e playing the
Calif.ornia circuit during the
summer of 1936, that Hampton
had a chance meeting with Benny
~
Goodman at the Paradise Club.
An explosive jam session was the




between Hampton and Goodman,
which in turn led Hampton into
Goodman's group..
This fusion of two great
musical minds heralded the start
of a new era in American music.
Swing was an .expansion of the
Jazz age and a beat that people
found danceable. '
And.HamptonplusGoodman _
also had great social signi ficance.
It was the first time. blacks and
whites. had played together in a
major musical group. Hampton
stayed with the Goodman band
until 1940. It was during this
period that the legendary Benny
Goodman Quartet evolved, with
the piano of Teddy Wilson, the
drums of Gene Krupa, the
clarinet of / Goodman and the
vibes of Hampton. Tile singer








King of Swing Lionel Hampton
Hampton travelled the roads for
Goodman, Cont, on p. 7, col. 3
"
Cancelled Election Stirs Protest",' .... .'
President, did concede that
. allowing members to sit but not
vote may not be constitutionally
correct. However, she also stated
that throughout me election,
there have been grave violations
by Wendy Gertler <.'
The Day Session Student
Government's (DSSG) Special
Election, which had been
scheduled for January 6 .~.nd ?,
. was- cancelled ... .due to.. an.. in-
sufficient number of candidates
running for office. The Special
Election's lack of procedural
guidelines remains at. the heart of
the controversy that has been
raging within the different fac-
tions of the DSSG.
Four of the five upper division,
and both of the two lower
division, positions in the Council
were filled when the Senate
Elections Committee (SEC)
realized that the candidates had
no opposition. The decision to
cancel was made to prevent finan-
cial waste.
The new upper division Council
members are Ellen Aschendorf,
Suzanne Bracher, Jam
Moskowitz, and Stanley Ng.
Warren Levie and Peter Me-
Carthy completed the lower
_." .:~3!
...w #~'1ik.,
. Student COllllal Meeting. Ag~nda: The cancelled election. Onlookers were far right Assist. Deall' Aaron aDd Dean
Florence ~iegel photo by James Yu
division's quota of ten. . members walked out. This issue
On January 8, at the ossa's will remain unresolved at least
last meeting, the Council raised until the next meeting which will
the issue of whether or not the be held sometime in early
new --members should be given February.
voting rights. In protest, some 'Ella Hull, DSSG' Vice
- of the Constitution, and that this
was a reaction to the current
situation.
The Council's and the
Executive Board's recent ob-
p=I~tions'stem' from' their original
"icomplaint thatt-here was not
.enough time for the necessary
campaigning and publicity. They
had requested a number of times
that the declaration period be .
extended to provide the com-
petition needed for the election to
be held. Their requests were
. denied.
"Much of this could' have
been avoided if the Constitution
had been followed and if there
was more communication bet-
ween all branches of the
government," noted Edward
Chin, DSSG President.
A writ of election, which calls
for procedures to be established
for a Special Election, was not
passed until December. It is the
Council's duty to call for a writ of
Coat. on p. 7, col. 1
Registration Improves
Stadeats await to lobo..after RegIstndoa - photo by James Ya
by Veronica Szanto
Spring- registration .of '81
appears to have been the best
registration in student memory,
.according to the majority of
. Baruch students. Registration,
which began on January 12 and
.ended January 29, was deemed
successful by students' mainly
because of the efficiency with
which registration was run. Some
of the main factors "that students
cited- in making Spring ,81
registration a good one were the
.short lines, minimal crowds, ,and
'cillowing students to register up to
'one hour in advance. Most im-
portantly, students say, was the
fact that most classes weren't
. closed until the-last half of the
registration process.
When one student' was asked
how he felt registration was
going, he answered, t'I think it's
going pretty well. I got all the
classes I wanted without changing
my schedule around too much."
Yet there were some complaints
by the students, especially ~y
those registering after the 20th,
about classes closing up and the
inability to get them opened,
Commented one student, "I'm a
statistical analysis major and an
upper sophomore; I cannot
believe that I can't get into a Stat.
1015' class (the first statistics
course needed as a prerequisite
for other stat. courses). I haven't
taken a single course in my major.
because every time I register
they're always closed. 1 don't
want to be here. for 5 years."
A number of other students •




students had a much harder time
than liberal arts or education
. '
majors; these students did not
report many problems.
All students, however, reported
Cpat. oa p. 7, col. 1
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Date: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday February 9, 10, 11
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~ ation: Place: Baruch College Bookstore
360 Park Ave. South
EARN
$15 + PER HOUR
PART-TIME P IT TELEPHONE
Exceptional opportunity for three campus representatives to
market our special copyrighted program. Company will
provide complete training.
Call Mr. Willinsky at (212) 224-7991 6-8 PM, Monday to
Friday for details.
MEDIA-RELATED OPPORTUNITIES
Interact with professionals in the field. Learn about and con-







Minimum of ten hours per week. For further information,
contact IMPACT ON HUNGER, 750-9893.
$3.50 plus bonus to start-$4/hr. plus a bonus after a few
months of training. . ' "
Make your open hours Gclrtable!! We offer exciting work
in telephone marketing. You Will represent some of America's
most prestigious corporations, while receiving valuable
training in sales and communication techniques.
And best of all, you can set your own flexible work
schedule; morning, afternoon and night positions avialable;
Give us a call at 974-1125, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Friday
or Sunday.
Get your career on track!!
•••• # .'1 • .I , • , I If " ••.--.. ~.•.•. ' # e, r , t • . . ... tIL. . , ... I ... ) ~ " I' ,1 , I . I ; I . - . ~ . ~ .1 • j I - .II',} .. ,,'C ~f
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insure that it was functioning
properly. He also noted that
"since the Student Center is a city
owned building, there are no fire
department inspections."
The project, which was paid for
by the College, cost nearly
$10,000, and the actual 'in-
stallation, which began over the
summer, was -cornpleted last
week.
When asked why it was decided
that a fire alarm system should be
installed in the Student Center,
Mr. Aylrrian 'answered, ."The
Student Center never had a fire
system, and Vie felt it was
essential for there to be one. This
is especially true because a
building with so many students in
it without an evacuation system
is dangerous."
by Ernesto Rivera
According to the contract it has
with Baruch College, the
.,bookstor.e at 360 P.A.S~s to sell
a "good· used book". elf' 750'{0 of
the current price of a new book,
so said Mr. Chet Davison of the
Auxiliary Service Board, who ov-
ersees the bookstore's functions.
. When asked who decides what
a "good used book" is, Mr.
Davison replied that, "the book
store , operator would decide."
Mr. Davison then described that
such a book should be solid,
sturdy, not dog-eared, not dirty, -
and not have pages missing.
"These are things that are very
hard to pin down to an exact
_science, " he also added.
Indeed, very difficult, for
though a book may be sturdy it
could be dog-eared and dirty and
still have the same price ofabook
which is in better condition.
Books have been seen in all stores
which fit such a description,
.which may be held together with
black tape and glue and which
those advanced students to get still have the same prices as books
their classes and eliminated the which hadn't needed any repairs
hassles that often come with on them at all.
registering: A random survey of the prices
So far there has not been any from within' the 360 P .A.S.
major problems, "of course, building bookstore was taken to "Vivian
u
of the bookstore photo by James Yu
there are always conflicts," Ms. compare the prices of 14 used C.C.P. is $13.00. "Sociology" by by Hugiwara and de Rocher, has
Morse said, "but that happens books to those of their 14 new Donald Light Jr. and Suzanne a V.P. of $13.50. Its C.C.P. is
with undergraduate students too.' counterparts. The prices of new Keller, has-a U.P. of $13.50. Its $18.00. "Chere Francoise," by
No problems occurred that were books were unavailable at the C.C.P. is $18.00. "Philosophic Bragger and Shupp, has a V.P. of
out of the ordinary. Just the time of this story, so only the Problems," by Mandelbaum, $12.00, making its C.C.P. to be
·.usuar~,~:.···n.:.:_:, .. .. .. "d ", Ji!ic~s...ort~~~L~~~~i~n~_'Y~~~ Grarnrich, Anderson, .. ··and·· "$16.00.'
Many graduate students seem- taken..These prices are to be 750/0 . ·Schrieiwlnd,haSaU~P.of$J3~50.. ·· "Finite Mathematics,'" by
edto agree..HAfter having to.wait . of the currerit price. With this US C.C.P. is $18.00. "Biology" WeissandYoselof', has a U.P. of
for four years in that room for my -' information it can t>e calculated by Sherman, has a V.P. of $13.50. Its C.C.P. is S18.00.
program," one girl stated, "it what the current price should be. SI4.95, making its C.C.P. $19.93. "The Norton Introduction to
was so refreshing just to be able This calculated current price will "Business Policy and Strateg-ic Literature," by Bain, Beaty and
to mail my classes in. It took a lot then be compared with the current Management," by W.F. Glueck, Hunter, has a V.P. of $7. SO,
of undue pressures away from prices actually given to the book has a V.P. of $15.00. Its C.C.P. making its C.C.P. $10.00. "The
me." at a later date. is $20.00. "Cost -Accountjng: A Enjoyment of Music," by
Another student concurred: "Introduction to Psychology," Managerial Emphasis~" by Shorter, has a V.P. of $11.25,
"I'm a senior now, and I will by Dennis Coon, has a used price Horngren, 4th ed., has a V.P. of making its C.C.P. $15.00. And
probably go on for my Masters. (V.P.) of $13.50; therefore, its $15.75, making its C.C.P. to be finally, "Europe in the Twentieth
It's nice to know that I won't have calculated current price (C.C.P.) $21.00. Century," by Robert O. Paxton,
to go through the usual task of is $18.00. "Focus on Society," by For up and coming French has a V.P. of $14.25; its C.C.P. is






The installation - of the long
awaited fire alarm system for the '
student center has been
completed. The completion of the
alarm system filled a long
standing need for a standard
safety system at the Student
Center.
In an interview with the
Director of Student Activities,
Carl Aylrnan, several important
points came out regarding -the fire
alarm system.
When asked if there will be fire
drills, Mr'. Aylrnan replied, "Yes,
at least once every semester, just
as is required in the other
buildings. "
In addition, Mr. Aylman stated
that the alarm system was in-
stalled throughout the Student




An early mail-in registration
program has been instituted to
help graduate students 'alleviate
some of the problems of
registering. The program, which
was stoppedjin 1970 (for reasons
unknown), was re-instituted this
year after the Registrar and Deans
Griffin and Connelly decided to
.bring jt back. ~'.We. had !.~l~~~_
about it for some time, '.~ stated
Marie Morse, assistant to the'
dean. She further stated that "We
thought that now was a good time
to bring it back into action."
Baruch presently has roughly
2,200 graduate students.- Most are
in the school of business and
several are in the· school of
education. The School of Liberal
Arts does not have a graduate
program.
The procedure is that every
. graduate student received early





counseling is provided for those
who show the need. This is a step
in the right direction for it moves
towards making these people
believe that someone does care. It
is a shame that society must take .
up for its members that are
lacking, but if society is to survive
it must see it as its duty to do so.
EMT/ AFA Club
•
On Feb. 5, 1981, Thursday, at 1:00 PM, Room 103/104, ISS E.
24th S1. there will be a meeting convened for the purpose of
establishing a 'Student Organization for individuals interested in
participating in EMT1AFA functions. The primary function of the
group will be to implement an EMT1AFA club to commence with
the Spring semester. The club will entail students performing in the
capacity of EMTIAFA's providing emergency Medical Coverage
for the Baruch community. It is an action orientated group
dedicated to providing professional service to the college com-
munity.
Please notify 725-3010 by Jan. 26, 1981 of your availability to
attend the meeting. Ifthere are any conflicts, inform above number .'
of same.
P.S. The club is not restricted to EMTIAFA-all concerned
·~tudents-at:einYited~BriftI~friemlf" .. - - - - -- . - '. - ~
OIl. This young man needs help. A
rehabilitation program may help,
but probably won't be as effective
as it would have been if he were
reached earlier. Diane Scaplehorn
is starring a program for
youngsters in I.S.8, a junior high
school in the heart of Queens'
. rough South Jamaica, where
supplementary education and
policeman sits solemnly across
from him. The policeman asks
him: "Why did you do it?" The
guy answered him: "I wanted
some money." Sitting up shocked
from the response, the officer.
shot back at him: "Well, why
didn't you ask your parents?"
• Sucking his teeth, the guy spoke:
"Because I didn't want to ask
them. I wanted my own money,
and I can get what I want." The
officer just looked in - close.
examination of the kid. Feeling
self-conscious, the guy shouted:
"Well, what are you looking at?
Look, I don't need no dude who's
gonna leave a woman while she's
pregnant; nor some stray drunk
selling broad, .who is always
crying broke but got enough to
send me for another bottle." The
officer recommended: "you could
get a part-time job while you go
to school. " The. guy laughed:
"Man are you kidding? This ain't
my first bust. As for school; well
that's for the birds, nerds, and
dummies who can't handle action-
so they talk big words. "
, The ..:worJd JS ·.full .'0[- ,lcnsiom~ _
with each growing as time goes
middle-class woman gets robbed
at gunpoint for her purse and
gold necklace. She explains to the
officer: "I was walking down the
street, when a man's voice calls
me to stop. It was dark, so I
. co~ldn't see him clearly when I
turned around; he said, "This is'a
stick up. Give me your money and
gold or else I'll blow you to hell. "
I obeyed himand he smacked me
in the head with the gun: When I
got up, he was gone. I called the
police and reported the incident.
It's a shame when people can't
walk the streets. I work hard for
my money because I need it! Oh,
why do they do such things? Why
must people live in fear?
Meanwhile, in the receiving
room for juveniles, a.youngster of
1S sits defiantly in his chair.·A
In crime, there are two parties
involved: the prey and the
predator. The prey is charac-
terized by the confusion, outrage,
and fearit feels when confronted.
It does not fully understand what
is going on; it is angry that it is
being threatened; and it is deeply
afraid of the presence of the
predator. The predator is
characterized by . its
aggressiveness, possessiveness,
and arrogance. It knows what it
wants; wants it for keeps; and is
determined to have things its own
way.
Unlike other creatures of the
animal world, man hunts' even
when it is not necessary. To
illU$tJat.. ~ let's takea case of.every- - ~ _. - - .
day petty larceny. A mjdd1~aged,._ .,i
.. ; .
-.~-~ -- --_.. ,~,,~~~ ··:·-:.-.:.;;~;t.;·,;
" ,
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Deposit Required. Masterilard or Vzsa accepted.
Place: Baruch College Bookstore'
360 Park Ave. South
©1981 ArtCarved Class Rings, Inc.
Teachers and support slall are needed lor Special Education schools and
programs throughout New York City. Immediate placement offered after
"em~rgency" certification. Supportive supervision provided to assist
newly assigned slalf members. For lull details. visit. wrile or telephone:
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,They voted for it," states Joe





JANUARY COLLEGE GRADUAtES TO
TEACH SPECIAL EDUCATION IN THE
NEW YORK CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Minimum requirements:
Baccalaureate degree, 1 2 semester hours
in education.
Division of Personnel Office of Special Education
65 Court Street, Room 602
" Brooklyn. New York 11201
Telephone: (212) 596-3937, 3938, 3939.
Student Center
cont'd.Trom pg, 1
its distribution, we have only
more problems to look forward
to," he continued.
"It's a victory for the students,
because it's what they wanted.


















~ IbIished tJy the Office d Student Activities
supply futilely trying to be
controlled.
A "Business Bit" for Mr.
Warman: watch the stock market.
It has yet to reflect the adjusted
prices due to our terribly inflated
money supply. Professional
investors have been calling it the
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Cont. from p. 2
real measure of the money
supply, ours as well as others.
Until we become self-sufficient
in our energy needs, we will have
this problem. Putting an end to
the political grab bag in Congress!
I dare say Washington, will help
tremendously as well.
I'm surprised that with dealing
with inflation Mr. Watrnan not
6~ce mentioned the incredible
interest rates. They are a strong
indicator of an inflated money
Wednesday, F~bruary 4,
9· 00 - 8,00 pm
9,00 - S 00 pnl
9 00 a.m - 8' 00 pm
j~esday Februa.r:; 3
Yonday, FebruLry 2,
"vibes" seat in Playboy's Annual
All-Star jazz and Pop Poll ever
since its inception.
Michael S. Dukasis, Governor
of Massachusetts, in declaring
March 15, 1978 "Lionel Hamp-
ton Day," described him as: 'the
King of Vibes ... the Wizard of
Piano ... the Master of Drums.'
This inspired hurn~I'l_Q.~J1.K__, _
deserves our company when he
performs. We should enjoy his
music while we can.
.'..6f'-. , ..
" "'"7.'",,:. .£0.. ,_.,.
The Review Committee backed
the SEC's decision to seat the
unopposed candi dates after
consulting with Dr. Florence
Siegel, Dean of Students. on the
candidates' qualifications, but
before hearing, the Council's and
the Executive Board's stand on
the issue.
"We're waiting for the Review
Committee to give us an appeal."
said Ella Hull. She continued,
"We're hoping to get set
guidelines on Special Election
procedures' wtrichwill mot be' in'
-- violation or 'the-Constitution. arid- ,
which will set a precedent for
every Special Election to follow ."
Coni. from p. 1
they are not eventually com-
pleted." The transferring of
incompleted grades to F's does
manage to keep down the Grade
Point .Index and somewhat curb
grade inflation.
When asked about the im-
plications of grade- inflation,
Professor Berenson stated that
"grade .inflation does have a
negative effecs upon students and
does - tend to weaken the
reputation of the College."
Students may not be as well
prepared to succeed in Graduate
School and in, the job market.
However, Professor Berenson
again stressed the fact that "this
Coni. from p. 3
election and the SEC's duty' to
follow the procedures.
"The DSSG is complaining, yet
it is the DSSG who waited two
months to call for a writ of
election," said Mark Rosenbaum,
Chairperson of the SEC. Looking
toward the future. he said .. I'm
going LO' ',l!gg~st '~at writ of
election be 'passed in the" first'
month of school. I want to make
sure Ihal.-\c have more than
enough time."
'. 'The-- Senate 'Elections Review
Committee. animpartialbodvof
day, evening, and graduate
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February 1 .. , 1981
F.·bruary 12, 19~1
7,00 pm
~ '00 - F 00 pI::
Sa t urda \" Feb r-'.! .. , " -; : 981
-;, 00 pm
:~ ,00 - ~ OO'!>~.
6 00 - 8 00 ,<C
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11:00 am Women's Fenclng
3~evens!John Hopkln~
Thursday,
ALL EVENTS ARE OPEN TO TIll:: ENTIRE U,\RUCH COIIUt,~ITY. FOR A COlolPlla
LlS7,SG OF UPCOtflliG, EVENTS. CHECK nn: CALENDAH OF EVENTS Bl'Ll.E:riT1 Sic:.
80AlW IN THE ~'rliDEN'rCElCTEn LOBS':'. TO LIST y(I,'R EVENT: -:<IN':'AC'T, ;HE
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Quote O~ Tb~ Wee.:
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12 '30 - i : 30 pm
8 00 pm
Wedn..,sda\, February 1 I, 19<11
.8 00 pm
5'00 pm
IIonday, February 9 1981
1'uesday, F .. bruarr 10,
9'00 - 8,00 pm All 'eek
12:30 - 1:30 pm
6 00 pm
mom tors were rr eq ue n t i y
reporting new closed courses.
where counselors could be found.
and the appointed registration
times they were accepting in the
registration room. Lines were set
up and cordoned off in a neat and
orderly fashion with guards
directing students to the proper
line.
The only complaint students
voiced, besides laments of closed
courses, was, about the lack of
lounge space. There were. only
about 10 chairs in the lobby, and
the cafeteria was almost always
packed. Students often had no
place to sit and re-schedule their
programs. before entering the
room to register.
should be pointed out that due to
the nature of the relationship-
bet~een the prices of used books
and those of new books, the price
of a sued book will go up or Clown
in direct proportion to that of a
new book..
Conr. from p. 5
When considering these prices,
one must remember to add 8OJo
for sales tax. As stated earlier,
these calculated current prices
will be compared to the actual
current prices. On a final note, it
Cont. from p. 3
that the counselor". who were
situated on the first floor of the
24th St , building, were very
helpful in dealing with their
problems. Students also said that
the runners; for the most part,
were doing a good job. Some
students mentioned that they
thought the process of
preregistration was unfair,
because, as one student put it,
-Hthe runners- registered on the 8th
and 9th, before any of us, and all
the good courses were closed. "
Helpline students were man-
ning the information desk on the
first floor and were handing out
closed course sheets, schedules of
classes, and free gift packs to
students. In addition, T.V.
The College' will be closed on February 13,
1981 for Linco]n's·Birthday instead of









Student Clubs & OrganiZations
Student Organizations span a wide range 'of interests. There is
something for practically everyone. All -groups meet on Thursdays
from 12 noon to 2 P.M. Check the list for the ones that interest
you and attend a meeting this week!
Account ing Forum ~ ' BLOS-360 PAS
Accounting Society ~ 2031-315 PAS
Advert ising Society 826-2'6th St.
African Students Association ~ 310-23rd St.
American Marketing Association 825-26th St .
Archery Club 709-23rd' St.
Asian'StlTdents Association - -:: 203-23rd-'St.
Baruch Arnis Club 1104-23rd St.
Baruch Block Association ~~ 504-23rd St.
Baruch Internship P4ogram _ 1236~315 PAS
Baruch Social Club 522-23rd St.
B" M d' '1 S . .10- e a c a oc t e t y ..........•.•...•...............309-23rd St.
Black Students Org~nization ~ 206-23rd St.
Caribbean Students Association 502-23rd St.
Ch es sCIu b. • • . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . o. • • • •3 05 - 2 3 r d St.
Chinese Culture Club 504 -23rd St.
Chinese Singing Club 1302-23rd St.
Chinese Students Association 341-24th St.
Christian Club . 1904-360 PAS
Circle K 1718-360 PAS
Class Council 1981 306-23rd St.
Class Council 1982 825-23rd St.
Class Council 1983 826-23rd St.
Class Council 1984 1716-360 PAS
Computer & Quantitative Methods Society 356-26th St.
Dance Club 1125-23rd St.
Dart Club 1008-23rd St.
Delta Sigma Theta 521-23rd St.
Education Society 1028-315 PAS
Finance-Economics Forum 6~1-26th St.
Foreign Trade Society 829-26th St.
French Club l002-23rd St.
Game Room Club 2ncJ Fl. S.C.
Gamma Alpha Beta : 511-23rd St.
Gay People 314-23rd St.
Ge rman Club 1007-23rd St.
Haitian Cultural Society : 20Z-23rd St.
Heal th Science 742-26th St.
Hellenic Society 712-23rd St.
Hillel 1011-23rd St.
H i span 1 c Soc i e t y. . . .. . . . . . . . . '. . . .-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 013~23rd St.' .
In d i a Ln New Yor k . . . . .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .: . :'. . . . . 2 65 ~23:rd' St.
Indian Cu.Lt u r a I 747-26th St.
Intramural Basketball Association 23rd St. Gym
Irish Society 639-26th St.
Italian Awareness Society 507-23rd St.
Italian Soci~ty 307-23rd St.
Jazz Society e ••••••••••• 3l2-23rd St.
Jewish Council 827-23rd St.
Jogging C1u b. . . . . . . . .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 3 r d St. Gym
Journalism Society 100l-23rd St.
Kor~an Students Association 1402-23rd St.
Laha.v : 110l-23rd St.
Latin Band Club 1420-23rd St.
Law Society 506-26th St.
Luxury Productions 303-23rd St.
Management Society 131·1-23rd St.
Meditation Society ~ S.C.
Middle Eastern Club " 1421-23rd St.
Music Awarene~s 802-23rd St.
Mu sic Club..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 11 - 23 r d St.
National Association of Black Accountants 1006-26th St.
New York : 1004-23rd St.
Phi Kappa Theta 208-23rd St.
Photography Club : 1520-23rd St.
Political Science Society 1972-360 PAS'
p.~r'I?E ~ 1322-23rd St.
Psi Eh 1... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 2 5 - 24 t h St.
Psychology Society " .. 427-24th St.
Public Administration - 1860-360 PAS
Public Speaking And Debating Society 340-24th St.
Retailing Society l004-26th St.
Sigma Alpha" Alpha 745-26th St.
Sigma Alpha Mu 313-23rd St.
Sigma Epsilon Xi 1008-26th St.
Ski Club 0' ••••••••••••• 204-23rd.St.
Sociology Society 1308-23rd St.
\ sspanishAdmCl~b:. t' .. t' : S· .. : . t' ',' 43422S-2246tthh SStt' .
ports 1n15 ra 10n OC1e y....... ~ .
Stagewise 0 ••••••••••t 907-23rd St.
Students for Redistribution St~4ent Act'vity Fees.1307-23rd St.
Swim Club Pool-23rd St.
Table Tennis Club 7l3-23rd St.
Theatron .. ' ' 907 -23rd St.
Ticker 307-6. c.
Track Club 707-23rd St .
. Vanguard Student Coalition 311-23rd St.
Veteran's Association 1701C-360 PAS
Volleyball Club ~ ...............•..... 707-23rd St.
WBD Radio .....•.................................. BL 15 360 PAS
West Indian Cultural Club....•....... : ...•....•..·.. 503-23~d St.
WOlDen's center ..••...••.•... ~ ...•.....•..•...•...•. 523-23rd St.
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ASK YOUR DEAN OR
CALL COLLEGE RELATIONS 725-3355
IT'S FOR YOU!
EVER PELT HELPLESS, OR DIDN'T KNOW
WHAT TO DO WATCHING SOMEONE
CHOKE AND TURN alLOR?
Do you know what the Heimlich maneuver is?
Do you know what CPR is?
NO? Do you want to find out?
: Or 15 it thar you just don't care?
If you don't know~ find out Feb. 5, 1981.
If you don't care, you should; it may mean the difference in
whether or not you, a family member or friend may live or
die!
Feb. 5, 1981 at 1:00 prn in Room 103/104 155 E. 24-th St.
there will be a meeting to establish a First Aid Club. If you
'want the answers to' these questions and want to become a
part of the club attend its first meeting.
E.M.T. Training
The Music and Speech departments, in association with Stagewise
and Theatron, are .pleased to announce auditions for their spring
musical production of The Apple Tree, based on stories by Mark
Twain, Frank N. Stockton and Jules Feiffer. With music, book and
lyrics by Jerry Bock and Sheldon Harnick, The Apple Treeconsists
. of three one act musicals: "The Diary of Adam and Eve," "The-
Lady and the Tiger, " and "Passionella. "
The Apple Tree ran for 463 New York performances in 1%3 with
Barbara Harris and Alan AIda, it was directed by Mike Nichols.
, Since then, it has often been produced by community and university
theatres around the country.
COME TO THE AUDITIONS ON TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9th
AND WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10th FROM 3:00 P.M. TO 8:00
P.M. TO TRYOUT FOR ANY OF THE TEN LEADING PARTS
AND/OR FOR THE CHORUS. ACTORS, SINGERS AND
DANCERS WELCOME FROM.3:00 P.M. TO 8:00 P.M. ON FEB.




If 23 ... Rxe6 24 Bx~ fxe6 25
Rd7 wins.
24 Rd7 Qf5
If 24 ... Re7 25 Bxe6 + wins.
25 Qxf5 gxf5
26Rxb7 -~ad8
If 26 . . . Re7 27 Rxe7 Bxe7 28
~ Bxe6 + wins.
27 Rg7 + Kf8
If27 ... Kh8 28 Ng5 wins.
28-Rxh7 + Kg8
,29 Rg7 + Kh8
30 Ne5! Resigns
Black can't stop 31 Ng6 + + .
Bernie Ltill _
c5 '---20~--.: -:-Sc5
Nc6 If 20 ... exd5 21 Qxe8 + mates in

















The losing move. Better is 18 ...
Rad8. If 18 ... Qh5 19 d5 exd5
20Qxb6 is winning for White.
. 19 Bb3 Qh5
20dS! ,
The winning move! .
.)1
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Baruch Cbess Team finisbed in 8tb place in tbe country'at the Pana....Games in Atlanta, Ga. eo....ts! We're pro-
ud ()f you.
by Peter Di Tori
Before we look at a per-
formance from the' top member
of the eighth best college chess
'~in.North Amer~/~'s get
last ~tloJr aside (note:
starting now this column will be
using. universal al g eb r a ic
notation): I Ra7 Bf3 2Ra6-not
2f6-+ Kh7 3Rxn + Kg8 draws-
Bg4, 3Rb6 Bdl 4Rh6! Bg4
5f6-+ Kg8 and the White ki~
walks on black squares until 9Ie7 .
to follow with IORg6+.
Tile 1980 Pan American In-
tercollegiate Chess Games held in
Atlanta was a remarkable success
for Baruch College as a team as
well as for Gideon Goetz, captain .
of the "A" team. Gideon, after
eleven years of tournament play,
became a recognized National
Master as his U.S.C.F. rating
exceeded the magic 2200 mark.
Here is his favorite game of the
tournament, a third-round
brilliancy against Michigan
State's first board. (Analysis by
Goetz.)
. VANGUARD .
Co-Sponsored by BLt\CK~CLUB NY and PRIDE
, PRESENTS·
AN EVENING OF "CELEBRATION"
Introducing
. The Neal Easemble Theater Worksbop
oewea., Feb. 11, 1981
6-10P.M.
In 23rd Street Building, AuditQrium .
COME -AND ENJOY THE DELIGHTS OF A WON-
DERFd~EVENiNG! ' '
. '.
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Students of the. Dance Club warm up; just one of manl activities to do at Baruch.
type of event means getting in-
volved.
Getting involved-Is a way of
relieving the pressures of
academic requirements. Also,
extra curricular activi ties promote
the application of skills and
information you have already
acquired over the years.
Yes, go to class and absorb as
much knowledge as you can
comprehend. But remember, "the
key to successful involvement
requires the ability to assert
oneself and make the first move."
You really will not know who is Center, room 408. All are
involved unless you ask! welcome to eat and drink.
Many believe getting involved Making a friend at one of these
is too time consuming. If you fabulous luncheons could mean
have an hour for lunch, you could getting to know a government
eat your lunch while participating official him/herself. Making one
.m",ail· event, _~·tany· events include '~. I such contact is one way' to start
refreshments (Who said that there getting involved.
are not any free lunches Have an hour before your next
anymore?). class? Come over to the Student
The . Day Session Student Center; the Student Center
Government sponsors a biweekly Program Board sponsors events
luncheon on Thursdays, from everyday of the week (except Sat.
12:00 to 2:00 pm in the Student and Sun.). Participating in any
to get involved. .Debbie Bick,
Assistant Director of Student.. ~ --------_.~-- - ~-----
Activities, maintains an abun-
dance of information about each
club in existence here at Baruch.
Wanna dance, swim, and/or play
chess? Talk to Debbie. She knows
where and when students get .
together to do these and other
such activities. Among the eighty-
some-odd clubs and organizations
in existence, one may offer just
what you have been looking for.
Go to the Student Activities
Office; the professi onal staff is
there to help you to get involved.
And on your way-to the Student
Activities Office, pull down, from
a bulletin board, any flyer that
interests you. Show it to Debbie
Bick and she will take it from
there. Feel. free to "brainstorm"
about what you enjoy doing. This
will give Debbie an insight as to
what club might interest you.
If you do not have the time to
go to the Student Activities
Office, speak to your fellow
classmates. Express your desire to
do something other than reading,
writing, and studying. They might
be able .10 share with you their
experience in .extra . curricular
activities. Involved students are
not any different than you or I.
The presidents of the clubs and
organizations talk and dress
similar to the common
Baruchian. They are not the
"scholars" of the school either.
by Marie Manuella
Yes, it is once again time to
reschedule ourselves into Me
. ---------- - --
Baruch community. By all means
(and this is a must), your schedule
should include 'rime to read,
write, and study, but also make
time to participate in the many
extra-curricular activities of
which are designed and developed
for you. Getting involved is easier
than yoa.expect.
Information advertising events
sponsored by our many clubs and
organizations is literally plastered
on bulletin boards all around
school. Instead of dashing down
the stairs, STOP on any stairway
landing and LOOK to. see what
events are being publicized.
The Ticker, the Day Session
School newspaper, is also a good
source of information on extra
curricular activities. The Student
Center Program Board submits a
full page advertisement in each
issue to inform Baruchians of the
many' programs they are spon-
soring. Your participation is vital
to the success of the. programs.
Comedy Hour, for example; How
funny is a comedian without an
audience?
To· decide bow and .. when you
can get involved, you must
recognize what is available to
you.
The Student Activities Office,
located in room 104 of the
Student Center, provides the
personal guidance one might need
looks from the landlord of
"Three's Company. ,.
So when someone refers to
Stone Bolt as a "hot" group,
they're not kidding. .. . ,.
... What is happening with
that thing called Disco?
Somehow, it just never seems to
go away - or die completely.'
Admittedly, though, some Disco
bands are superior to others.
The Disco groups which are
superior are those which use disco
as only one aspect of their music.
Earth. Wind & Fire, for example
uses a R&B-Jazz fusion that
dabbles in disco. The results are
pleasing. The Jacksons have been
playing disco since-the start of
their career (well, almost). The
sound was more refined back
then, 'and more lively.
The Whispers do not sing, R&B,
Jazz,' refined Disco, or any
combination thereof. Their
album, "Imagination, U can best
be described as schlock pop.
Just .like ~~A New Set of
Changes," the problem with
"Imagination" is an ironic twist
of the name; imagiantion is what
is lacking, here. The Jf}lispers try
so hard te fit into tbe currear'
formulas, and don't realize how
unsua:essful these formulas are.
by Jay Schwartz
Late in 1980, a group named
STOne Boll came out with an
album entitled "A New Set of
Changes." It looked very
interesting, and more than a little
promising, But the problem with
"A New Set of Changes" is an
ironic one; there are no changes to
be found anywhere on the album.
No good changes, that is.
Stone Bolt attempted to take
the works of well-known artists,
change them around slightly, and
come up with something different
and innovative. Their concept,
however, gets lost somewhere.
The organ hooks, for example,
were lifted from STYX and
Kansas. The titles of most of the
·songs-"All By Myself," "Here
Carnes the Rain," "Midnight
, Angel." and '<Landing .in
Love"-sound very similar to the
titles of various Middle-of-the-
Road songs from previous years. -
. The rip-off songs sound much
·~\~;'i0'~;~~';:~~et~i:::i:rl:heBeatles
"Please Please Me." It is only
on e .example of awfully
reproduced recordings to be
found. And the group not only
stole songs and titles; one
member, Ray Roper, appears to
have taken both his name and
MeaaIM:rs of. tile IJ'08PSt.....t
Record Review:
"Stonebolt" & "The Whispers'
Should Remain Silent
:,
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Baker. Sidney understands sign
language, so communication was
no problem between the two of
them. He helps her escape the
grasps of Dr. Nortz and Dr.
Ruth.
Well that's all I can say about
this comedy flick. I .don't want to
ruin the ending for you'. Let's just
say that this' movie looks like it's
bound for a sequel. But it won't
be called "The Incredible
Shrinking Woman II." Lily
Tomlin's days of shrinking seem
to be over; but her career is
continuing to grow.
the world.. This aspect of the
movie adds a sci-fi touch.
At home Pat lives In her
daughter's doll house. She is
attacked by her son's wind-up toy
robot, splashed by her daughter's
Betsy-Wetsy doll, and finally
caught in a hand puppet.
One morning after the family
had finished" breakfast, she f-ell
into the garbage disposal .unit.
She manages to get out, but Dr.'
Nortz has other plans for her.
Pat is now a prisoner and part
of a plot to shrink the world. She
befriends a large gorilla named
Sidney, played by Richard A.
i!.:i
Lib Tomlin. ""The Incredible Shrinking Womall'·
looks into the bag, blushes, and
says hello to Ms. Kramer.
Pat's name is now becoming a
household word. The more she
shrinks, the more popular she
becomes. When she reaches the
size of a Barbie doll, she appears
on the Mike Douglas Show, and is
asked what is causing her to
shrink, in order to protect her:
husband's reputation,Pat says
she doesn't know.
In the laboratory of Dr. Eugene
Nortz, and Dr. Ruth, plans
afe being made to kidnap Ms.
Kramer and extract her blood and
use it to make a serum to shrink
Vance, is Charles Grodin. He is
the basis of' Pat's shrinking.
Vance "is a big shot in the ad-
vertising business and has
brought home a bottle of perfume
for her to sample. He accidently
spills it on her and that's when her
shrinking problem begins.
In an attempt to put an end to ______
the shrinking, Pat visits two~' ~""
specialists, Dr. Eugene Nortz and-
Dr. Ruth Ruth, portrayed by
Henry Gibson and· Elizabeth
Wilson. She is put through a
series of tests. The conclusions
are that the shrinkage is due to
her consumption and. use of all
her husband's advertised,
products.
As Pat starts to shri nk , she
hides in her house, but her
neighbor Judith persuades her to
go shopping. But since she is the
size of a child and can fit into the
child's seat of Judith's shopping
cart, Pat is being stared at by the
shoppers.. She has also become the
most talked about person in town
and on the news. To end all of the
humiliation, Judith sneaks Pat
out of the store in a shopping bag.
She is stopped at the door by the
manager because' he .has'








by Helen Marie Chin
Pat Kramer is a housewife who
"lives in the suburbs ""of Tasty
Meadows. She finds herself
getting smailer and smaller each
. day. She realizes this when she
notices her fingernails getting
shorter, her wedding band
slipping off her finger, her
bracelet falling into her
husband's bowl of cereal, her feet
disappearing in her bathroom
slippers, and her height of 5 '71/
shrinking to a height of 5 '41/.
Lily Tomlin stars in "The
Incredible Shrinking Woman," a
movie based on the novel . 'The
Shrinking Man" by Richar.d
Matheson. This comedy stars Ms.
Tomlin in a dual role and co-stars
Charles Grodin, Henry Gibson,
Elizabeth Wilson, and Richard A.
Baker.
Ms. Tomlin portrays Pat
Kramer and also portrays her next
_door neighbor, Judith Beasley.
Judith, a sales representative for a
beauty product company, tries to
sell Pat some of her merchandise.
One of her products is a feminine
hygiene deodorant called Breathe
Easy which also serves as a roach
spray.
Playing Pat Kramer's husband,
.... .
f
. Patti Perkias" ~1IaeIRupert of "Sbakespeares's Cabaret"
Wear Rags," a scorching blues
piece done by Larry Riley, and a
vaudeville duet from King Lear
called "Have More Than Thou
Showest" performed by Michael
Rupert and Alan Brasington.
The other two members of the
small cast are Patti Perkins and
Catherine Cox, both of whom are
marvelously talented singers _but
have precious little to work with.
They are merely - mouthing
Shakespeare to music and having
the audience watch. There is no
strong bond between the words
and the music.
The audience left the theater
feeling not enchanted by the
entertainment, but impressed by
the fact that anyone could be able
to put the words of Shakespeare




Schaffer's new black comedy
dealing with Mozart and his arch-
rival Salieri.
THE PIRATES OF PEN-
ZANCE: The Joe Papp ex-
travaganza of the Gilbert and
Sullivan Operetta to the
most enthusiastic reviews this'
season, and will probably play for
a long time. It stars Kevin Kline,
Estelle Parsons, Linda Ronstadt,
Rex Smith, and George Rose.
The flops, however, outnumber
the hits by far. The dismal of-
ferings that were soundly rejected
by critics included:
TINTYPES-a gay 90's review;
CHARLIE AND ALGERNON-





The 1980-81 Broadway Theatre
season is now. at its mid-point and
it is time to re-examine the first
half and look at new prospects in
the second half.
Overall, the picture looks
somehwat bleak! Only about 20%
of the shows which have already
opened have succeeded. But what
successes they are:
42nd STREET:. The lavish David
Merrick-Gower Champion
production, based on the classic
film of the same title.
FIFTH OF JULY: The con-
tinuation of TALLEY'S FOLLY
from Pulitzer Prize-winning
playwrightLanford Wilson.
LUNCH· HOUR: The Jean Kerr
comedy starring Gilda Radner
the words.
There is very little bad about
the musical that can really be
descri bed. The singers are
talented, the staging is well done
and creative, the musical score,
while not consistently first rate,
was adequate.
The problem with the
production probably lies in , the
distance between adequate and
great. While there were some.
inspired moments in the play, the
"Venus' and Adonis" suite, for
example, a love poem about the
goddess and the beautiful young
I man is set to a Western theme, the
rest of the production suffered in
comparison to the material.
Sags in the play were evident
when the cast turned their at-
tention to less theatrical numbers,
The immortal Sonnet 18, "Stlall I
,.Compare -Thee To A Summer's
.Day? ," is probably the one song
that suffers most on the transition
from page to music. While we
marvel at the words and the
purity of the emotions expressed,
we are forced to listen to music
that is, at best, ordinary. It is a
sweet song, well sung, but it has
been done, oh so many times
before.
The highest points of the show
are pr~ably the Venus and
Adonis suite as well as other
numbers such as "Fathers That
This is the case with the new
musical at the Bijou Theatre,
Shakespeare Cabaret. No matter
how well the words are set to
music, or how melodic the
various soliloquies, sonnets and
dialogues are arranged, people
are going to leave the theater
remembering not the music, but
by John Forde
Trying to write a musical revue ~
using the words of Shakespeare
must be something like drawing
for a doubles partner in tennis
and finding out you're going to
play with Bjorn Borg. No matter
how well you do. people are going
to notice the other guy a lot more.
';.
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The cast of Trixie True in a musical number
Broadway Season
by Sus2n Cuccinello .. -
No one, it seems can resist a
suspense-filled, scary show; the
kind with a plot which can be
both heart-stopping and head-
spinning, with just enough humor
to hold the audience's whole-
hearted attention throughout. At
least that is what the performers
at Broadway's Music Box Theatre
will, happily tell you; their
presentation, Deathtrap, has been
playing to awe-filled audiences
for over three years.
Everyone in the cast, with the
exception of leading man Robert
Reed, has ben· performing in
Deathtrap for two years or more.
Marian Seldes, the female lead;
has not missed any of the show's
performances, which now
number over 1200.
In fact, Deathtrap has just
became the second longest
running thriller on Broadway.
The only one to run longer was












merger with his boss, Miss Snood
(played wonderfully by Marilyn
Sokol), Sneed has a change of
heart.
The cast of eight blends well in
most of the musical numbers.
Kathy Andrini gives a delightful
performance as Trixie "True, tap
dancing her way into the
audience's hearts with a little
laughter on the SIde as. well. Keith-
Rice, as Trixie' s sweetheart Dick
Dickerson, is a handsome sight on
the stage, but puts almost too. '
much effort into his part. He
would have been the perfect
candidate for the "All American
Boy" of 1945 had he been around
'way back then.' Gene Lindsey is
well cast as the hard-drinking
hack-writer turned president of
the company. But the star of the
show is Marilyn Sokol in her dual
role as' both Miss Snood and Olga
the spy. Miss Sokol mixes just the'
right amount of comedy and
talent to give this otherwise
average Off-Broadway play a
special sparkle.
The plot does tend to be quite
unbelievable at times, with bits of
slapstick .and sarcastic humor
.thrown in. But these elements,
together with the cute song and
dance numbers and the colorful
costumes and scenery (w~ch
seem' to change before your very
eyes), make for an ~entertaining
and fun filled evening.
\




In the heart of the village,
down on Christopher St., a cheery
little musical can be found. Trixie
True Teen Detective is a comical
take-off on the 1940's Nancy
Drew mystery stories, the kind
which captured hearts of
many a young girl with
memorable escapades and
dangerous adventures which took
the young heroine all around the
world.
This _unique, but rather
exaggerated tale, deals with a
frustrated writer, Joe Sneed, who
pounds away at his typewriter
creating :mysteries for the Teen
Detective to solve. Having to do
this under the pseudonym of
Helen Hathaway, and hating
every minute of-it, our Mr. Sneed
decides to put an end to Trixie
once- and for all by writing her
into a mystery which she can not
get out of, "The Case of the :
Tapping Shoes."
Trixie is put on' the trail of
some international spies who have
set up their headquarters in her
hometown, Cherry Hill,· N.J.
These l thugs have planned the
perfect crime to "finish off'
Trixie. Alas, as a twist of fate,
would have it, Mr. Sneed changes
his mind about Trixie's demise.
Seeing an opportunity to become
President of his publishing firm
and the possibility- of a romantic
the show for the first time..The
audience's reaction IS always
new. "
Ms. Parrish also feels that the
theatre is the best place to present
a thriller. "The living experience
is something else," she explains.
"You get more of a sense of the
relationships between the
characters when the action is right
in frontof you."
The stillness in the audience
during the performance, and, the
absence of restless noises and
murmurings further prove that
the entire audience is engrossed in
the show. Another aspect of the
show which is worth noting is the
price of the tickets. At most
performances, the prices go no
higher than $16. Compared to
many shows on Broadway, this is
quite a bargain. This is one show
which should not be overlooked.
In fact, put on the top of your list
of things to do. -,
first play DA. The work did
receive some splendid reviews,
but unfortunately, did not do too
well at the box office and closed
after two months;
BRIGADOON-the latest revival
of this Lerner and Loewe classic
about a mythical Scottish village
received - reviews that were
mediocre at best. Although - the
show is still running-isince it's
mid-October' opening, it is
scheduled to close by mid-March.
Two other plays which' appeared
in repertory and received mixed
reviews were THE BACCHAE by
Euripedes and starring Irene
Pa p p a s , . and the
PHILADELPHIA STORY which
. re-opened' the Vivian Beaumont
theatre at Lincoln Center. '
cont'd. onp. 15, col. 4 '
_seems well on its way- to sur-
passing this show's record also.
Giving away even a small part
of the \ptcst of Deathtrap is giving
away too much. What can be
said, though, is that Ira Levin's
story contains all of the elements
of a comedy thriller, and the right
amounts ,of each to make the
show a success. Everything in the
production wor k s: scenery,
casting, special effects, and
dialogue.
Although one might think that
the repetition of the same
dialogue and actions, day after
day, for three years could become
more of a ritual than a role,
Elizabeth Parrish feels this is not
so. Ms. Parrish has been playing
the mysteriously accurate, and
comical, psychic in the show, for
over three years.
"Although it is repetitious,"
she says; "you've got to keep in
mind that: the audience is" seeing ,
thriller starring George C. Scott
and Trish Van Devere. Mr. Scott
played a C.,l.A. psychiatrist and
Trish, his patient. Closed after
one perfermance; ONWARD
VICTORIA-a musical salute to
suffragette Victoria Woodhull.
This also closed after one per-
,formance; FRANKENSTEIN-a
$2,000,000 production based on
the Mary Shelley classic. This,
too, closed after its opening night
performance; _ PERFE~TLY
FRANK-a salute to composer
Frank Loesser which starred his
widow Jo Sullivan;MIXED
COUPLES-a drama set in the
1920's and starring Julie Harris,
and Rip Torn. Closed after Ms.
Harris became ill; A LIFE-'this
comedy by Irish playwright Hugh
Leonard was a continaation of his
•••
cont 'd. from p. 12, col. 5
based on the book FLOWERS
FOR ALGERNON by Daniel
Keyes; PASSIONE-Albert
Innuratos new comedy about an
Italian-American family and
starring Jerry Stiller; DIVISION
STREET-a comedy dealing with
a former 1960's radical leader and
written by Steve Tesich; THE
SUICIDE-this manic farce
which dealt with an unemployed
Soviet worker who contemplates
suicide brought rave reviews, for
its star Derrick Jacobi, but due to
weak material, had .to bow out
early; THE AMERICAN
CLOCK-Arthur Milter's latest
which delved into the lives of a
once-wealthy 'family, .now gone
penniless due to the Depression;
l~--'-.~~~~~OFT~_~~E~a
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IF YOU'RE A U.S. CITIZEN IN YOUR
AVERAGE DR BETTER, YOU MAY
COLLEGE, WITH A 2.5 GRADE POINT
COMPETE FOR A TWO OR THREE YEAR
SCHOLARSHIP THAT PAYS YOUR FULL
TUITION, FEES, BOOKS AND A MONTHLY
CASH ALLOWANCE OF 100 DOLLARS.
TIllS SCHOLARSHIP CAN BE USED AT
THE COLLEGE OF YOUR CHOICE.
LET US PAY
- ------ - - .._----------- - --- .. - -- - - -------- -
YOUR TUITION
(212) 875-4147 First in a Concert Series
e,
There will be an Open House
at TICKER
on Thursday, Feb. 5 _
during CLUB HOURS (12-2)
Refreshments will be served.
Come meet the staff!
Writers, Photographers, and
graphic artists welcome!Date: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday February"9, 10, 11
Location: Barueh-College Bookstore
360 Park Ave. South
fteUus
youwanf.
YourArtCarved representative will be on campus soon to show you the
latest in class ring designs. With dozens of styles to choose from, YOU'll be proud to select
your one-of-a-kind design. Just tell us wnatyou want. And be on the
lookout for posters on campus to get you where you want.
'~ ~
JlRT~1~~~Q :\. -, - ~=II
is sponsoring a
Deadline: March 31
............ "' ' '" ; .
CONTEST RULES AND RESTl=UCTIONS:
1. Any student is eligible to submit his verse.
2. All entries must be original and unpublished.
3. All entries must be typed, doubte-speced. on one side of the page only.
Each poem must be on a separate sheet and must bear. i1'i"""the upper left-
hand corner. the NAME and ADDRESS of the student as well as the
COLLEGE attended. Put name and address on envelope also!
4: There are no restrictions on form or theme. Length of poems up to
fourteen lines. Each poem.must have a Separate title.
(Avoid "Untitled"!) Small black and white illustrations welcome.
5. The judges' decision will be fi.nal. No info by phone!
6. Entrants should keep a copy of all entries as they cannot be returned.
Prize winnm and all authors awarded free publication will be notified
immediately after deadline. I.P. ~ill retain first publication rights for
accepted poems. Foreign language poems welcome.
7. There is an initial one dollar registration fee for the first entry and 8
fee of fifty cents for each additional poem. It is requested to submit
no more than ten poems per·entrant.
8. All entries must be postmarked not later than the above deadline and
fees be paid, <:ash. check OJ: money ordet:, ~o: ~
INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box~27
Los Angele, CA 90044




§meritan ~91Icgiate llorts ~ntbo(ogp
-~~
AWARDS of free printing for ALL accepted manuscripts in our popular•.
handsomely bound a~ copyrighted anthology, AMERICAN COLLEGIATE
POETS.
$100 - $50 $25 $15 Fourth
First Place Second Place Third Place $10 Fifth
~ational <!College ~oetr!, <!Contr~t
- - Spring Concours 1981 - -~
open to all college and univenity students desiring to have their poetry
anthologized. CASH PRIZES will go to· the. top five poems:
'.
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Basketball 'TeamEyes CUNY Title
I..
by Mike Rivera
At this point, the basketball
.' .
team has played six of the nine
CUNY Conference teams. Not
coincidentally, they have also
beaten all six teams. That leaves
three teams that had better beware.
It may be just a matter of time
before the Statesmen topple them,
too. Right now, they stand at the
head of their division with an
overall 10-3 record, 6-1 against
CUNY teams.
The team's first big test came
after beating Medgar Evers and
Lehman. On Decemoer 13th they
played last year's Conference
winner, City College. The result
was an overtime duel that saw
Baruch capture the contest, 86-83.
The stars of the game were
sophomore Roger Miller, who
scored 19 by hitting 8 of 11 from
the floor, sophomore Clifford
Marshall, who pumped in 17
points in 20 minutes playing time,
and freshman Jeff Morgan who
scored 15 while pulling down 20
rebounds, a feat that made him
number one. on the Conference
rebound list.
John Jay was the team's next
victim on December 16. The game
was surprisingly close with Jacob
Guerrera's last second field goal
deciding the game, 49-47, in
~anjch's favor. Jeff Morgan and
Roger- Miller led in the scoring by
accounting for ten points each in
this defensive, low-scoring battle.
The win put the Statesmen's
record at 6-2, and 4-0 against
CUNY rivals.
The team's next game took
them to York College territory,
but ended the same way the
previous two matches had.
Baruch won their third game in
five days by a score of 80-72.
Once again, Roger Miller led in
scoring with 16 points, which was
no surprise consideringhe'd been
named "Player of the Week" the
previous week. Junior Charles
Dudley, and sophomore Gerald
Taylor, rounded out the scoring
by adding ten points each. The
team' was then 5-0 in the CUNY
category.
Their next CUNY game wasn't
until two weeks later, but during
the interim, the team added two
more victories by competing in
the Hunter-Hawks Christmas
Classic. In the first round, Baruch
avenged an earlier loss to Old
Westbury by blowing them off
the court, 88-59, and then
defeating Dominican in the
second round by a score of 95-88.
Senior Steve Haughton was
named the MVP for the tour-
nament. The Hunter Hawks
escaped playing the dominating
Baruch team, but by January
25th, they'll have met. Brooklyn
an~tate,n Island will have their
chances against Baruch on
February 4, and February 14,
respectively.
On January 5, Queens invited
the rolling Baruch team into their
gym. One hundred-and-eighty-six
points later, Baruch had beaten
one of the tougher teams around,
96-90.
"I don't think they ever had the
lead (not counting the early
minutes of the game), so we had
to keep fighting to keep the 'lead,"
said Roger Miller. "The game
was fast with a lot of running up
and 'down the court. But we were
up going down the stretch."
Miller's 24 points for the night.
was second. only to Gerald
Taylor's 27 points.
Charles Dudley, who scored 18,
explained the potent offense by
saying, "after all, the NCAA.
ranked us as the thi rteenth highest
scoring team in the-nation.'
But the glory of the Queens
victory was short lived when
Lehman beat Baruch six days
later, reeking the 6-0 CUNY
record.
"We lost because we shot 30010
from the floor." said Coach
Levine. "They were hungrier for
the victory than we were, that's
all ther is to it. "
.But Coach Levine spoke in
happier tones when he described
the team's performance, thus far.
"I never dreamed we'd be 10-3
at the midway point. But that's
only the 'first season,' he ex-
plained. "Now we've got to go on
and win the CUNY title, and then
get a good playoff bid. Anything




Peter Lewison (right>, scores another touch. photo b~" James Yu.
by Pamela Smith
Despite a superb performance
from undefeated fencer Peter
Lewison and dynamic sport-
smanship from Danny Sheppard
and Alan Quilas, Baruch's
fencing team managed to lose two
games they were destined to win,
giving. them a season' record of 2-
2.
Baruch suffered its firstloss to
Rutgers. University. The lost by
one bout, a score of 14-13. "The
problem, H said fencer Peter
Lewison, "is in our sabre game."
Baruch's sabre team is
relatively new and inexperienced
except for one player, Dennis
Eddington. Unfortunately,
Eddington was recently injured
during a practice session, but is
still able to compete.
Baruch then met Pratt Institute
•
for a game which the Statesmen
won by a score of 19-8.
John Hopkins defeated Baruch
15-12. Although Baruch held the
lead going into the fi nal round,
they failed to triumph. Again, the
problem was in the sabre game.
"Most of our bou ts were tied
until the last touch and our team
failed to come up with the
touch," said Lewison. "But' I
think the team will peak shortly;"
he continued.
, ..
The women's fencing team has
failed to gain a victory so far this
year. "The team is completely
new," said Coach Mart-in. "You-
can't possibly learn to fence in
one year, if takes time/'he said.
And time is what the Statesmen
are depending on. They have the'
qualifications of being an. ex-
cellent team.
One fencer for each
(epee, sabre and foil)





tournaments to be held in late
February. The only other op-
ponent that may pose a problem
for the Statesmen is CCNY; the
two teams will meet i n a game to





"Broadway Season"Track Club Running
by Pamela Smith
Peter Long and the Baruch
College track. club are making women's standard in tile two-mile Alexander ran the 220 10 30.0 cont'dcfrom pc l B
their reappearance in the area of run. Guillermo also ran a 1500 seconds.
track and .field. These out- meter run that she completed in 5 The Men's 220, also held On this positive note, I suggest Neil- Simon' comedy; Glenda
standing students compete in just minutes and 35 seconds at the December 12, 1980, was Tun by we turn to the second half of the Jackson in ROSE; Lauren Bacall
about every trackevent held in the Colgate Women's track games, Adolph Barclay, Anthony .Harris season with high expectations. in WOMAN OF THE YEAR
M-etropolitan area, thus, held' at Pratt Institute in and Jacob Bonnitto with times of One might be able to "discover" (BASED on the Katherine
exemplifying strong will_<and Brooklyn. Guiller_mo had 25.3 seconds, 25.7 seconds and a bright new artist or catch the Hepburn-Spencer Tracy movie); a
determination. ( previously run a 1500 meter run 25.9 seconds respectively. latest work of some of their' new musical by Stephen Son-
One- of the most 'productive on Dec. 21st, her time 5 minutes Efraim Gonzales and David favorites. The choices are- rich, dheim entitled MERRILY WE
.runners is Ms. Diana Guillermo, a and 46 seconds. She placed 8th in Gonzales ran in the 5 mile run PIAF-a play with songs in" . ROLL ALONG (Based on the
freshman at Baruch. The most a field of 20 competing. borough challenge, sponsored by tribute to the great French singer Kaufmann and Hart comedy) and
recent achievement.~sta~lishedby . Lily Gentillon, another Baruch Manufacturers Hanover, and who· took Paris bystorm in the two special treats: Elizabeth
Ms. Guillermo occu~ January runner, has also competed in finished the race in-29 minutes 15 1950's; THE SURVlVORS-a Taylor in Lillian' Hellmann's
9th, ,when the Metropolitan many- of the track events. She seconds and 30 minutes .01 drama dealing with teenagers who THE LIlTLE FOXES; and Rex
Athletic Congress heldan-indoor completed a 110 spring medley seconds respectively. Efrairn fought t h e Nazis; Harrison in a revival of what is
track meet. She completed a 2 relay in 16.9 seconds. Phyllis Gonzales placed 30th and David SOPHISTICATED LADIES-a probably the greatest musical ever
mile .run in 13 minutes and :01 Pompey ran the-same distance in finished 40th. Congratulations to' salute toDuke Ellington; plus a written-Lerner and Loewe's'MY
-~e~'~~eb: . ~'t~blishi~i ..~~ '. ri~; '. -. "i 5:0" se~oncis",·· \~hil e- :Karen' . ··an-Competitors'.. - - . - . - :' .: .. ,'. . . new· WOOdy ·AIleri. ·pay,;:a:. new: : f N~ 1.:At>.V: ," ~'.~. _.: ,:_w _•.•• _. A
JOS.t· Anles;






. Mr. Baruch contestants (I. to r.) Peter Marehelos, Bobby Holness, and Jose Atiles.
trophies for most muscular and best chest.
Gary Ringel who finished fourth in last year's
Mr. Baruch and fifth in Mr. CUNY only
worked out for two months because of an
injury but still placed fourth and won the
trophy forbest abdomen. In the fifth spot was
Joe Cucinotta, who also won a trophy for the
best back.
The men in the audience were able to whistle, .
their sounds of delight when the Baruch
Cheerleaders put on a little skit before the
muscles popped, and Charles Thomas, Mr.
Eastern America amazed the entire house with
his massive guest poses. 2.-.
Tom Cracovia, Intramural and Recreation
director, had this to say about the contest.
"The contest seems to run well, the con-
testants did a lot of hard work but the number
of contestants was low. If the number doesn't
increase next year, I will have to drop the
contest." This would be sad because the
contest is very popular. Besides God didn't
give up Adam and he eventually multiplied;
why then can't Mr. Baruch contestants do
likewise?
by Peter T. Barricella
The body has long intrigued many people ever since Adam and Eve, when God
told Adam howto reproduce and Eve told Adam what a headache was.
This is why the auditorium was packed during club hours on December 18th,
because of the body, the human flesh. On that day the Student Council Program
Board (S.C.P.B.) and the Intramural and Recreation department presented what
seems to be Baruch's most popular event, the annual Mr. Baruch contest. Mr.
Baruch is the college's rendition of the Mr. Universe contest. An exhibition of the
body.
A small field of eight contestants bulged
their big brawn)' biceps to screeches of ap-
proval sent out by a large crowd of mostly eye-
1 popping females. The body builders in
alphabetical order were: Jose Atiles, Neil
Blumstein, Joe Cucinotta, John English, Bob-
by Holness, Peter Marchelos, Gary Ringel and
Jose Rivera, Two entries, Charlie Velez and
Craig Allman, dropped out of the contest.
Also missing, was two time champion Ed
Ferguson, who graduated. The familiar bodies
of Robert Marsillo, George Acevido and
Anthony Harris, former trophy winners all,
weren't entered for other various reasons.
George and Anthony however, judged the'
contest along with Peter Lewison.
. Baruch's own little "Attilathe Hun" Jose
Atiles was crowned the new champ. Jose
finished sixth last year, but worked real hard
all year round to cop the title. Earlier in the
year he also won the Over-Head press contest.
Jose won trophies for best arms and best legs,
besides the overall title. Last year's champ
Peter Marchelos finished second and also won
,an award for best poser. Bobby Holness took
third in the cempetition and won other SOle Adleswi.Mr•••Hlatide. . plloto by J....Y.~
",
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